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The anatomical folios appeared over a period of some four hundred years, from the Renaissance to the middle years of the nineteenth century. They are often called elephant folios, from the use of the drawing paper known as 'elephant', 23 x 28 inches (584 x 711 mm), and 'double elephant', 26i x 40 inches (663 x 1016 mm), whence they derive their great size. They arose from a great need, a need for clarification of the anatomy of the human body; from a realization, dim at first but rapidly gaining in strength, that the physician and, more particularly, the surgeon, required a fundamental anatomical knowledge before he could understand normal or abnormal bodily function.
Sporadic and inadequate teaching and dissection, coupled with blind adherence to the teaching of Galen, left little scope for the medical man of the time to attain to any wide knowledge of anatomy. This is not to decry the pre-eminence of Galen as a dissector and experimental physiologist; but with the passing of Rome, Western medicine was blacked out, progress ceased, and such teaching as took place followed strictly on Galen's often incorrect work.
Vesalius
We may start with the greatest textbook of all, namely the 'De humani corporis fabrica, libri septem' by Andreas Vesalius of Brussels, published in Basle in 1543, written while Vesalius was Professor of Anatomy in Padua. Garrison (1929) described him as 'the most commanding figure in European medicine between Galen and Harvey'. Not only was Vesalius the first publicly to break away from the stultifying hand of Galenic tradition, but he came very near to anticipating Harvey's work, and had he lived might well have done so, for he died in 1564 at the relatively early age of 50. Nevertheless, he owes a great deal to Galen as he frequently admits. In places he is almost apologetic as he corrects Galen, but he is able and willing to quote the latter's errors as in such notes as: 'Galen de quinto pulmonis in homine lobo error' (Galen is in error in postulating five lobes in each human lung). Equally, he gives credit as in the remark: 'Nihilo minus Galenum qui hos nervorum in flexus omnium primum ab ipso inventos merito gloriatur, adeundum hortor' (none the less I praise Galen who first of all described by his own skill, the reflexures of these nerves [that is, the recurrents]).
As an experimental physiologist, Vesalius followed Galen, but he was the pioneer of his age, the first not just to recapitulate Galen but to improve upon his work and the first to burst the iron bands ofmedieval scholasticism with the cold chisel of the experimental method. The gap both in time and in teaching between Vesalius and William Harvey, was a short one. It was bridged by the intervening teachers at Padua, Fallopius (1523-62) and his successor Fabricius ab Aquapendente (1537-1619) who was Harvey's teacher. Thus Vesalius and Harvey were a generation or so removed from each other and there can be little doubt that the traditions and methods of the Belgian filtered down to Harvey in his formative years as a student at Padua, from 1598 to 1602.
Andreas Vesalius was born in Brussels in 1514. He came from a family of physicians of Wesel, the city from which they took their name. His mother was possibly English, Isabel Crabbe. Vesalius studied in Louvain, Montpellier and Paris, where he was taught by Jaques Dubois (known as Sylvius), a bigoted Galenist. Vesalius went as an army surgeon in France and then in 1537 at the age of 23, one day after receiving his doctorate of medicine, he became Professor of Anatomy at Padua. He was an intellectual rebel by nature, and he had already learned his human anatomy at Paris, by dint of seeking his own specimens from the graveyards and places of execution, and dissecting them himself.
After the publication of the first edition of 'De fabrica' in 1543, Vesalius suddenly gave up anatomy and became a court and army physician, first to Charles V and then to Philip II of Spain. He died obscurely on the island of Xante in 1565 while returning from a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, from which he is said to have been recalled to take up once more his former chair at Padua.
One may speculate on his reasons for giving up anatomical teaching after the resounding success of his great book. An important factor was the ingrained Galenism of some of his contemporaries. His old teacher, Sylvius, turned on him in wrath and abuse, he was persecuted by the authorities, and is alleged to have burned his documents and to have left Padua in a rage. It is not easy for, us to appreciate the medieval mentality by which the works of Galen, written one thousand five hundred years before, were still regarded as canonical. Galen's writings had been adopted by the fathers of the early church, perhaps in an effort to oust the cult of the pagan physician deity, Asklepios, whose influence extended long beyond those of the other classical gods into late Roman times. However this may be, till late medieval days it was undoubted heresy to question the teaching of Galen.
Vesalius and his Books
Four months after his appointment to Padua, Vesalius published his 'Tabule anatomicxe sex' (1538), the six anatomical tables, for which the drawings and wood engraving were made by the brilliant artist Johann Stephanus Calcar, who was also a Belgian and who is said to have been a pupil of Titian. It has been pointed out that only a true artistic master could enter so closely, as a Northerner, into the Italian spirit of drawing, and this certainly seems to be borne out in Calcar's work for Vesalius (see .
Five years later in 1543, came the masterpiece, 'De humani corporis fabrica', for which Calcar also made the drawings. It is of interest to consider the evolution in Vesalius' thinking and knowledge in this five-year period, between the publication of the 'Tabulk sex' and the 'De fabrica'. The first three of the anatomical tables of 1538 show the portal and arterial systems in Galenic belief. They were not circulations, since Galen had postulated that the venous system was based on the liver, through which it ebbed and flowed, while the arterial system did likewise, with the heart as its main organ. The only connexions between the two were invisible interventricular pores. These beliefs were to be the chief hindrances to knowledge of the circulation up to the time of Harvey. According to the Galenic 'doctrine of vitalism', the liver was supposed to be the source of 'natural spirits' which it concocted from nutriment received via the portal vein from the alimentary tract. The natural spirits were passed to the right side of the heart via the vena cava and thence back again in an ebb and flow motion but a portion passed through the invisible pores to the left ventricle to be converted by 'pneuma' from the lungs into 'vital spirits'. These were carried to the brain, where they were changed into 'animal spirits', and these passed down the nerves, which were thought to be hollow tubes, to activate the muscles and provide the sources of sensation. To this doctrine Vesalius subscribed in 1538 as may be clearly seen in his plates in the six tables ( Fig 1) . But in the five years before publishing 'De fabrica', Vesalius began to modify his views. A notable difference is that .he heart and arrangement of the vessels in the 'Tabule' is simian in origin (this is Galenic) whereas the plates of the 'De fabrica' are drawn from the human. Even so, Vesalius could not go all the way. We see in his plate of the veins (Fig 2) , a far more detailed representation than that of the 'Tabule', though still maintaining Galen's error that the vena cavea form a continuous tube. The right ventricle of the heart arises directly from it and there is a lack of awareness of the existence of the right auricle, which is pure Galen. At the same time, however, Vesalius corrected the Galenic five-lobed liver, and it may be that he was very well aware of other errors, but did not feel secure enough to publicize them. We see too in 'De fabrica' the approach of Vesalius to experimental physiology. For example, we may briefly consider how he described his experiments on the recurrent nerve, which returns from the vagus nerve in the thorax, runs upwards along the neck and supplies the vocal muscles of the larynx. The figure of the larynx and trachea (which was called the 'arteria aspera' on account of the uneven appearance given to it externally by its cartilages) shows the vagus nerve, which Galen and Vesalius wrongly derived from the VI cranial, descending beside the trachea to reach the thorax (Fig 3) . There we see the right recurrent nerve arising from several small branches which loop quite correctly under the axillary artery before returning upwards to the larynx. Vesalius wrote: 'The branches of the right nerve pass round the artery which goes to the right axilla, sometimes in one conjoined nerve'. A statement which shows observation of more than one cadaver.
In the last chapter of Book VII of 'De fabrica', Vesalius described how he recapitulated the work of Galen on the recurrent nerve of the pig. The animal is bound 'so that the head may be immobilized but at the same time the animal may breathe and cry fully. But before the animal is bound in this way, I usually rehearse to the spectators... those things which are to be revealed by the present cut, so that long drawn out explanations may not be needed during the dissection, to disturb it. And soon I make the long incision in the neck, which divides the skin and the muscles lying below it to the arteria aspera being careful that the cut should not slip to one side and injure veins worth seeing. Then I seize the arteria aspera in my hands and separating it from the surrounding muscles with my forefingers only I look for the soporales arteries [the carotid arteries] by its side and close to them the sixth pair of cranial nerves. Then I see the recurrent nerves close beside the trachea, and these I sometimes tie and sometimes cut, at first on one side and then the other, so that it may be clearly observed that the voice fails and disappears wholly when the nerves are affected on both sides. However, if I release the ligatures the sound returns . . .'
The chapter historiograph 'Q' shows a group of cherubic students performing this very operation. This is first-class experimental physiology of a style which did not again reach such standards till the time of William Harvey eighty years later. It seems that such descriptive excellence went largely unrecognized during Vesalius' lifetime.
The 'De fabrica' itself, in its first edition of 1543, has 660 pages with a 31 page index, a title page and 11 pages of introductory matter and the portrait engraving of its author. There are 22 full page woodcuts, each about 330 mm high, and an attractive printer's device on the last page. The main division into seven books allows Vesalius to describe the major systems of the body, each in turn. Book I contains the famous skeletal plates, three in number; in addition there are many smaller woodcuts inserted in the text. The majority of the 14 great plates are in Book II, which is titled 'On all the ligaments and muscles'. These are the great muscle plates. It may be noticed, incidentally, that when the plates are placed in the order Plates I, II, VI, V, IV, m, the background represents a continuous scene of rural and urban Italy.
If we examine the first skeletal plate (Fig 4) , we notice the careful positioning of the skeleton, the use of the spade as support (a North African type spade, with the handle at right-angles to the blade). Other bones included in the second plate include a spare skull arranged to show its base, the hyoid bone and the malleus, incus and stapes of the inner ear. The latter have been interpreted by some imaginative bibliophiles as the initials of the artist! A Latin motto may be translated 'Genius lives on, death will take the rest'. So far as accuracy goes, these plates are so far in advance of anything previously done that no quibble can be upheld, though Cheselden said that the 'bones were very ill put together'. There are occasional inconsistencies such as the origins of the recti abdominis muscles in the fifth muscle plate. This resembles not man, but certain monkeys. Such items are critical points to be set lightly against the vast picture of anatomical accuracy as a whole. With Vesalius anatomy leapt from the cradle to adult life.
Non-anatomical Woodcuts
In addition to the anatomy plates, there are many of purely decorative merit. The magnificent title page, one of the artistic treasures of the Renaissance, is also believed to have been executed by Stephen Calcar. It shows Vesalius amid his bustle of students, having stepped down from the cathedra to perform the anatomy himself. The cathedra is, in fact, occupied by the skeleton, holding a staff and gazing heavenward. The monkey and the dog represent dissection animals, and the nude figure the need for a knowledge of surface anatomy. On a pillar at the top appears the publisher's monograph, representing Johannes Oporinus of Basle, while it has been suggested that the bearded figure in the window represents the man himself. Two putti support a shield carrying the three weasels of Vesalius's own cresta play on his name. Behind a barrier are members of the public. The dissection, it should be noted, is carried out in the open air. The whole is a wonderful example of the wood-engraver's art, the line is delicate but firm and the design and perspective give a great sense of liveliness, reality and depth. The second edition of 'De fabrica', published in 1555, has a title page which is a re-engraved copy, in which puzzling alterations were made, such as clothing the naked man; a goat has been introduced and the figure of Vesalius is a copy of the frontispiece portrait. The whole, though more precisely cut, is for that reason more rigid and sculptural in appearance.
The historiograph chapter and initial letters too repay inspection, as a commentary on the student life of the time. Throughout the book, all initial capital letters are ornamented with young cherubic figures, usually naked, and usually performing some activity connected with anatomy. Some letters appear more than once, with differing backgrounds, and six pairs are of large type about 70 mm square, while the remainder are of about 36 mm square. Altogether the initial letters appear 192 times in 'De fabrica'. The letter 'N' shows the boys bearing a corpse in triumph, presumably after it had been obtained, legally or otherwise, from an execution, while 'E' and 'F' show an interesting clinical scene depicting the use of the fracture-box or glossocomum to set a broken lower leg ( Fig 5) . Others show dissections, Fig 5 'E' and 'F' chapter historiographs showing students, as putti using a glossocomum orfracture box. The apparatus was originally a 'flute-box' designedfor carrying the musical instrument and adaptedfor surgical use. The windlass extension mechanism was added (see Lambert 1952) the preparation of bodies, the passing of catheters and other medical activities. These small plates are presumed to have been drawn by Calcar, and not only are they delightful, witty and elegant, but they teach us not a little about the manner in which anatomy was learned in the sixteenth century. In some instances also they show that medical students do not change much in their extramural activities.
The Vesalian woodblocks were rediscovered in the Library of the University of Munich in 1934. They had been used in part for reproductions in 1706, 1723 and 1783, but in 1934 the New York Academy of Medicine in conjunction with the University of Munich used them again to produce 'Icones anatomicae' which contains the title page of the second edition of 1555, and 228 illustrations made from the original woodblocks after nearly four hundred years. A hand press and special handmade watermarked paper were used. Some consider that these reproductions in the 'Icones' of 1934 are more beautiful than those in the original editions of 1543 and 1555. Unhappily the blocks were destroyed in the bombing of Munich in 1944.
Vesalian Copyists
Vesalius was the first and for over a century the only modern anatomist, and though his book was plagiarized and copied, no one really produced any noteworthy anatomical works. Thomas Geminus copied him as early as 1545 and 1565, in his 'Compendiosa totius anatomica', with copperplates by John Herford. This book is chiefly of interest in being the first to contain copperplates published in Britain. Geminus' book was the first to make use of this art in Britain, an art which had been invented in Venice only five or six years previously.
Among other copyists was Juan Valverde di Hamusco, a Spaniard who had studied anatomy at Padua. He confesses to having copied the Vesalian plates in his main folio 'Historia de la composicion del cuorpo humano', published in Rome in 1556, though he added other copperplates of his own such as the somewhat primitive, and often reproduced, muscle-man holding his own skin like a stripped-off shirt.
Another to make use of Vesalian material was Volcher Coiter of Nurnberg in his 'Principalium humani corporis partium tabulk' (1573) who copied, on copper, four of the skull and skeletal plates. Felix Platter of Basel also produced 'De corporis humani structura et usu' in 1583, chiefly drawn after Vesalius. These copyists should be mentioned because they, and others like them, were responsible for spreading the new anatomy among medical centres throughout Europe. Most of them were sound anatomists in their own right and are in no way to be censured for making use of Vesalian teaching material.
Thus we see the historical significance of Vesalius in focusing the minds of medical men on anatomical matters; that anatomy, then as now, was basic to medicine, structure being related to normal function, i.e., to physiology; and that a knowledge of both was essential before any understanding of abnormal function (i.e., pathology) could be effective.
This concept, however, did not come to fruition until the early eighteenth century, when the impact of William Harvey's experimental physiology also produced revolutionary effects upon the medical profession and its thinking.
Comparative Anatomists
In the meantime, one must pass over the period which Cole (1949) describes as that of the development of craftsmanship, in which the main engravers were the comparative anatomists. Among the greatest of those who published folio works was Julius Casserius, pupil and successor to Fabricius at Padua, who saw that the work of the anatomist took him into regions as yet uninvestigated, where the structure of man was to be compared with that of the lower animals. In his work of 1601 on the larynx, Casserius illustrates with beautiful plates that organ in man, ape, cat, dog, pig, six other animals, four birds, the frog, and the cricket and locust, describing and comparing structure, function and usage.
Among others who were mainly comparative anatomists were Volcher Coiter, who published an important work on osteology in 1573; Ruini (1598), who did for the horse what Vesalius had done for man; Tyson (1699) whose 'orang outang' (actually a chimpanzee) is still in the British Museum; Cole (1949) and Swammeldam (1679).
Plagiarism
All these works, like those of Vesalius, were plagiarized, and one may divert for a moment to consider one well-known plagiarism, which gave rise to two anatomical folios, notable at least for their artistry if less so for their anatomy. Godfrey Bidloo, 1649-1713, was physician to William of Orange both in Holland and in England. In 1685 he published his 'Anatomia humani corporis' of which the 105 copperplates drawn by Lairesse are notable, the text less so. The plates were later acquired by William Cowper, himself a fine artist and anatomist, and he produced them as his own work in an edition of 1698. The title page was altered by pasting on a new medallion carrying Cowper's name, and his portrait replaced that of Bidloo. The exchange of polemics which followed is among the more entertaining in anatomical history, Bidloo describing Cowper as 'criminus literarii' and Cowper responding with similar resentment. Cowper himself published a fine folio, 'Myotomia reformata' (1694) with a second and better edition which Richard Mead edited in 1724.
The Eighteenth Century With the eighteenth century came another apogee of anatomic illustration. Among the greatest exponents was William Cheselden, 1688-1752, whose 'Osteographia' (1733) was described by Choulant (1920) as 'one of the finest of English works containing anatomic illustrations'.
William Cheselden was born in Leicestershire in 1688, became surgeon to St Thomas' Hospital in 1718, and was the most distinguished operator of his era. In particular his accounts of operations for bladder stone, and his practice of these operations, won him great renown, and his technique for lateral lithotomy was used for well over a century. He also introduced new operations in eye surgery, and was notable as a draughtsman, being responsible for the designs and building of Old Putney Bridge.
Cheselden is thus the archetype surgeonanatomist, whose task involved not only the learning and teaching of anatomy, but its practical application in surgery. His 'Anatomy of the Human Body' in octavo, originally published in 1713, went to many editions and contains good copperplates by van der Gucht. But his chief work, 'Osteographia or the Anatomy of the Bones' (1733), in large folio, 35 x 51 cm, contains 56 magnificent engravings of the bones in natural size, with copperplates of animal skeletons and of bone pathology. Cheselden's artist was Gerard van der Gucht (1696-1776), whose father Michael had engraved William Cowper's works; the title page of the 'Osteographia' shows the use of the camera obscura to make the drawings (Fig 6) and Choulant says that the figure at the box is Cheselden himself, though it would appear more natural for the figure standing by the inverted skeleton to be Cheselden.
Anatomical engravers previously had discovered the spoliative effect of descriptive lettering on plates. Eustachius (1714), for example, had even placed marginal gradations from which the references could be marked as by a grid. Cheselden went further; he wrote in his preface: 'There are fifty-six folio plates of human osteography, one set unlettered to show them in their full beauty, and one set lettered for explanations; and of plates for ornament forty-four including the initial letters.' Thus two sets of plates were bound together to make a sumptuous double-set of 112 plates of extreme artistry and accuracy.
Several devices were used to assist the descriptions. Thus, Plate XXXII shows 'the sceleton of a Cheselden (1733), showing the artist using the camera obscura.
Thefigure beside the skeleton may be that ofCheselden himself, thefeatures resembling that ofapencilprofile self-portrait, now in the Royal College ofSurgeons (see Cope 1953) child a year and a half old, with the os humerus of a man in the left hand, to show by comparison the size of the child'. Fig 7 shows the matching unlettered Plate XXXII from which the humerus is omitted. One may note the care with which differences in the child skeleton are shown, for instance, the angle and shortening of the neck of the femur in the immature state. The previous plate shows 'the bones of a full-grown foetus' in which the same meticulous care is taken. By contrast, the cat and dog cartouche which heads Chapter II amusingly demonstrates the skeletons of the animals in animosity.
It is no wonder that Cheselden failed to make this fine folio pay for itself. He finally printed 300 only, 'one hundred plates', he wrote, 'being taken off for a latin or french edition'. The latter did not appear, but the library of the Reading Pathological Society owns a copy of these plates made up into a complete folio without the text. Cheselden's descriptive writing is less distinguished than the plates, but he makes the excuse that he saw no need for long descriptions when all could be seen from a study of the figures: and we can forgive him this for having given us so clear and beautiful a work of art in the folio copperplates.
Albinus
On the European Continent anatomists were also busy drawing and engraving plates. Among the finest of these were the folios of Bernard Siegfried Albinus, 1697 Albinus, -1770 Born in Frankfurt, Albinus became professor of anatomy and surgery at Leyden in 1718, and of medicine in 1745. At Leyden, he had studied under Bidloo and Boerhaave, and was himselfa fine lecturer and dissector as well as one skilled in the art of anatomic injection. He chose as his artist and collaborator Jan Wandelaer, 1690-1759, of whom he wrote appreciatively: (1733) 'He has reproduced everything with trust and accuracy and with a marvelous refinement of skill ... he draws beautifully and what is even more important, draws the pictures on copper after the objects themselves. He has produced everything under my guidance and nothing that he had not first thoroughly understood.' Thoroughness and understanding were indeed the attributes of Albinus. In the preface to his greatest and finest folio, 'Tabulb sceleti et muscuforum corporis humani' (1749), he described in detail the careful and ingenious way in which the preparations and drawings were made. At the end of 1725 he had acquired a suitable subject and the skeleton was prepared with great care, the ligaments being kept intact in order to preserve the relative positions of the bones. The complete assembled skeleton was then slung by cords to hooks on a wall and, resting on a tripod, was compared with the living human body.
'I next looked out for a thin man ofthe same size with my skeleton and making him stand naked in the same position, I compared the skeleton with him, especially the hip-bone, spine, thorax, scapulk and clavicles: (1749) because if these parts were put into proper positions, there would not be any great difficulty in the rest...' But his trials were not over. 'In the meantime, while the three drawings were being made, though the greatest application possible was given, as they could not be finished in less than three months, it was necessary to take care that the skeleton should not suffer from drying or putrefaction.'
So it was moistened with water or vinegar, but Albinus goes on: 'During the time that the first figure was being drawn, a hard frost coming on, the whole skeleton was frozen, which was the best thing that could happen... but the thaw coming on sooner than I could have wished it began sooner to spoil and gave me a great deal of trouble. It was hurt likewise by the fire, which we were obliged to kindle where the naked man stood: for he neither could nor would stand without it.'
Patience is necessarily an attribute of genius. The actual drawings were made by using an ingenious device consisting of two screens of wire squares placed in front of the skeleton one 4 ft (1.22 m) in front of the other. In observing the whole, the artist stood 40 ft (12 m) away, but to draw close detail he came near and checked the sizes of the parts through the squares in order to draw such details in true proportion to the whole skeleton. Forty copperplates were made in this way for the 'Tabule sceleti' and Albinus is alleged to have spent 24000 guilders on these drawings. In making use of such contrivances he and his artist were vehemently assailed by Peter Camper, an artist and anatomist of great skill and judgrhent, whose methods of drawing, in contrast to those of Wandelaer, involved not the use of perspective but of architectural representation, as though each part was viewed from the same distance and angle. Camper also attacked Wandelaer for the use of his varied backgrounds, which he regarded as unnecessary and distracting (Fig 8) . Albinus defended his artist who, he said, had suggested the backgrounds to improve the appearance of the figures and to heighten the perspective. He maintained that in this way 'he would preserve the proper light of his pictures, for if the background should be white, the light of the pictures would suffer'. Choulant remarks that, if viewed through your hollowed hand from 3-5 ft (1-1.5 m), these figures appear as a whole and seem to be stepping out of the picture, and if one does this it is certainly so. Albinus' anatomy was advanced and exact, and as he remarks at one point when describing the ureter, 'I mean in men and not in dogs'; the forty plates of the 'Tabulwe sceleti' represent a high peak of anatomical art and accuracy.
In 1753 Albinus published a continuation of this work in his 'Tabulk ossium humanorum' with 70 copperplates in large folio, 34 of which are completed plates, and with a similar number in lettered outline. His other folio works were the 'Tabulk VIII uteri mulieri gravidw,' (Leyden 1748) with seven plates and the 'Tabula vasis chyliferi cum vena azyga' (1757) in which the single main plate represents the thoracic duct in life-size.
William Hunter
The debt which anatomy owes to William Hunter and his brother John is incalculable. John, 1728-1793, the younger, is indeed the more famous, not as a surgeon, or even anatomist, but as a rare combination of comparative anatomist and physiologist and the creator of a great museum. John, however, owed everything to his elder brother William. Coming to London in 1749 as a raw youth, John found his brother established as an anatomical teacher who was also beginning to create a career in obstetrics. The subject of midwifery in the first half of the eighteenth century had barely emerged from the middle ages. It is true that the Chamberlen family had invented the obstetric forceps, but this they had kept a closely guarded secret for a whole century. Practical midwifery still remained in the hands of the midwives, usually untrained and often ignorant. By the 1740s, when William Hunter came to London, change was under way, a realization of the urgent need for knowledge being coupled with a move to introduce physicians into the lying-in room. This movement was greatly influenced by William Smellie (1698-1763) , a straightforward Lanarkshire general practitioner who moved to London in 1738, where he began the practice and teaching of midwifery, his students obtaining much practical experience by the free delivery of poor women in labour in the Charing Cross area in which Smellie lived. Among these students was William Hunter (the Hunters were also from Lanarkshire) who lived in Smellie's house during 1742-43.
Smellie was not always popular: Mrs Elizabeth Nihell, midwife of Haymarket, scenting a better trained rival, refers to his 'delicate fist of a greathorse-godmother of a he-midwife'.
In spite of this, Smellie achieved an enormous reputation and from 1751 to 1764 produced a three-volume treatise of midwifery, in which he laid the foundations of practical obstetrics. Equally important was his illustrative 'Sett of Anatomical Tables', 1754 , large folio, 39 plates by Camper, Rymsdyck and one by Smellie himself. Not since Leonardo had the fetus in utero been produced so faithfully (Fig 9) . The rotation ofthefetal head,first described by Smellie, is shown Overshadowing his teacher came William Hunter, who was not a great clinical obstetrician; indeed, he was so cautious and conservative as to be in some respects retrogressive, as in his neglect and distrust of the forceps. Nevertheless, he produced great advances in midwifery by his development of knowledge of the anatomy, physiology and pathology of parturition. For instance, he and his brother John laid the foundation of knowledge of placental anatomy by their investigation and discovery of the separate maternal and fetal circulations.
In 1774 William Hunter published his magnificent folio, 'The Anatomy of the Human Gravid Uterus'. This had taken him over thirty years to complete and he had determined that it should present accurate delineations of the anatomy of the fetal and female parts in relationship to one another, and that it should also be a work of the highest artistic polish. His chief artist was Jan van Rymsdyck, who came to England about 1760 and who drew many subjects for the Hunters and for Smellie.
As his publisher, Hunter chose the celebrated John Baskerville of Birmingham, whose new type-founts had set fresh standards in printing and whose editions of Latin classical authors brought his press great renown. Hunter's folio was one of the only two medical works to come from Baskerville's press. (The other, a minor work, was J Dalby's quarto, 'Virtues of cinnabar and musk against the bite of a mad dog', 1762.)
Hunter's folio is described by Choulant as 'anatomically exact and artistically perfect'. Thirty-four copperplates were engraved by fourteen different engravers, of whom the best known was Robert Strange, 1723-92, who also engraved the well-known Reynolds portrait of John Hunter. In his preface, William states that he 'owes much to the ingenious artists who made the drawings and engravings: and particularly to Mr. Strange, not only for having by his hand given a sort of immortality to two of the plates, but for having given his advice and assistance in every part with a steady and disinterested friendship' (Fig 10) . The plate (Fig 10) shows 'a sort of immortality' as engraved by Strange. The work was reproduced in a further copy, using the same plates, in 1815, and edited by Thomas Denman. The plates themselves were acquired by the Sydenham Society, and an edition in a smaller size was produced by a lithographic process in 1851. In 1794 A further set of drawings which arose from Hunter's 'Gravid Uterus' was the 'Icones embryonicum humanorum', which Samuel Thomas von Soemmering (1755 Soemmering ( -1830 published in Frankfurt in 1799. Soemmering had met Hunter in London in 1778, and had been so impressed by the large folio that he determined to complete its usefulness by a series of twenty drawings of the embryo in the earlier stages of pregnancy, Hunter having dealt only with the latter half. Soemmering confesses to his attempts to follow 'the beautiful and unsurpassed examples which Albinus gave us' and his illustrations, by Cristian Kock (d. 1818) are of a standard equalling either Albinus or Hunter.
With the beginning of the nineteenth century, anatomy began necessarily to move from the representational and descriptive, into its application to medicine and pathology. Great folios continued to appear, such as those of Astley Cooper 'On the Breast' (1829), and on the 'Anatomy and Surgical Treatment of Abdominal Hernia' (1804-1807); Joseph Swan 'On the Nerves' (1830), or Richard Quain's fine atlas 'Anatomy of the Arteries' (1844) with lithographic drawings by the surgeon Joseph Maclise. Processes in the graphic arts thus were changing, engraving on copper giving way to lithography and photography and these bringing other changes in their train.
-But for more than one bibliophile, the great anatomical folios began with Vesalius in 1543 and ended with William Hunter in 1774. This paper was based mainly upon those anatomical folios in the library of the Reading Pathological Society, from which Figs 7, 8 and 10 are taken. Hence it cannot be claimed as a full record of all the great books. Some of the folios discussed were shown at the meeting when the paper was read.
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